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a b s t r a c t 

Establishing realistic project plans and completing the resulting business projects on 

schedule is crucial for organizations striving to effectively utilize their resources. How- 

ever, incentivizing on-time project delivery may result in moral hazard, as people could 

respond to estimation accuracy incentives by strategically inflating duration estimates and 

subsequently prolonging project execution. While the project is delivered on time, the re- 

sources are underutilized. We conjecture that the possibility of moral hazard can be miti- 

gated by introducing speed incentives in addition to the schedule accuracy incentives. We 

conduct a diagnostic test of the effect of accuracy and speed incentives on the process of 

project estimation and delivery. Our study presents direct empirical evidence that the in- 

centive structure rewarding solely the estimation accuracy can result in hidden inefficiency 

due to inflated estimates and deliberately slower project execution. When speed incentives 

are implemented alongside estimation accuracy incentives, the estimates are significantly 

lower and the project is completed more quickly, without compromising the schedule ac- 

curacy or output quality. Aligning the objectives of a project owner with those of planners, 

by incentivizing the planners for both estimation accuracy and quick project completion, 

fosters more compressed but still accurate and reliable project schedules, and accelerated 

project delivery. 

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

 

1. Introduction 

Accurate schedules are central to ensuring effective utilization of resources in a business project. Underestimating the 

time necessary to complete a project leads to schedule overruns, often associated with cost overruns and customer dis- 

satisfaction, while overestimating it gives rise to opportunity costs stemming from misallocation and/or underutilization of 

resources. Accurate project schedules are especially crucial when managing a project portfolio, in which resources are as- 

signed to individual projects temporarily. Arguably, organizations prefer to have projects delivered not only on time, but 

also as quickly as possible, to promptly collect returns on investments from the current project(s) and engage in new ones

( Grushka-Cockayne et al., 2018 ). Widely used project management methodologies ( IPMA, 2015 ; Project Management Insti- 

tute, 2013 ) therefore assume that project planners contribute towards the operational efficiency by proposing schedules that 

are both realistic and compressed in length. 

However, operational efficiency may not always be the primary concern of project planners. At times, circumstances 

may lead them to intentionally underestimate the project duration, for example to seemingly fit the project into a con- 

strained timeframe and increase the chances of being awarded a contract (akin to deliberate cost underestimation reported 
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in Flyvbjerg et al., 2002 ). 1 Conversely, strategic considerations may lead planners to deliberately overestimate the project 

duration to gain more time for execution. Thus, instead of the planner’s true belief about the amount of time required to

deliver the project, the estimated duration may capture the maximum amount believed to be acceptable by the management 

or customer. 

In this paper, we provide scientific evidence of deliberate overestimation induced by incentives for accurate schedules. 

We argue that this type of overestimation commonly occurs when the planner both estimates the project duration and 

executes the project, as forecasting own future performance allows for moral hazard. Such scenarios typically arise in fixed- 

price contracts, where the contractor first submits a proposal that includes the project schedule and if the proposal is 

accepted, the contractor is bound by the contract to deliver the project on time ( Bajari and Tadelis, 2001 ; von Branconi

and Loch, 2004 ). A similar process, albeit less formal, occurs within organizations where employees responsible for project 

estimation and delivery are strongly encouraged or explicitly incentivized to deliver the project in accordance with the 

proposed schedule. 

We conjecture that when planners are incentivized solely for the accuracy of their schedules, they deliberately inflate 

them and then strategically prolong the execution to match the project completion date with the scheduled deadline. We 

further conjecture that the morally hazardous behavior can be mitigated by adding incentives to complete the project 

quickly (henceforth speed incentives), therefore aligning the objectives of the planner with those of an organization (or 

external customer). 

To illustrate, consider a scenario within an organization where an employee responsible for project planning and exe- 

cution typically knows more than his executives about the involved tasks and their likely duration ( Chao et al., 2014 ). This

information asymmetry makes it challenging for the executives to assess whether the proposed project schedule is ade- 

quate or not. If the employee is incentivized only for on-time project delivery (or if his compensation is independent of

his performance on the project), he may benefit from inflating the project duration. Apart from increasing one’s chances 

of delivering the project on time, inflated estimates can reduce stress caused by time pressure ( Cahlíková et al., 2020 ) or

secure time to allow for potential procrastination ( Akerlof, 1991 ; Goldratt, 1997 ; Knowles et al., 2022 ; O’Donoghue and

Rabin, 2008 ). However, from the perspective of the organization, inflated estimates may lead to prolonged project execution 

without commensurate improvement in the quality of deliverables. 2 

Strategic inflation of project schedules and the resulting inefficiencies (e.g., unnecessary contractor compensation or 

wasted internal resources) are difficult to detect and measure using happenstance business data. Irrespective of the project 

duration being inflated deliberately or by accident, the working pace can be slowed down so that all allocated time is used

up. Thus, when a project is completed on time, it is unclear whether its schedule was genuinely accurate, or the progress

was adjusted to match an inflated schedule. In the latter case, the project delivered “on time” is in fact delivered later

than what was feasible. Since projects delivered on time are usually considered successful, they rarely spark suspicion with- 

out which it may be difficult to uncover the morally hazardous behavior. The deliberate inflation of project schedules and 

subsequent prolonged execution thus present a hidden inefficiency for organizations. 

Due to the unobservability of our conjectured effects in the happenstance business data, we investigate our conjectures 

in a controlled laboratory environment that allows us to turn on and off specific incentives and create counterfactuals. 

Identifying whether and how individual planners respond to commonly imposed incentive structures in organizations is the 

first step in resolving the hidden inefficiency. 3 

In our experiment, subjects are asked to estimate how long it will take them to complete a real effort task. Upon provid-

ing a duration estimate, they execute the task. A crucial feature of our experimental design is the ability to unambiguously

detect whether individuals deliberately decelerate their pace (or outright wait) towards the end of the project if their cur- 

rent pace would result in finishing ahead of their estimate, effectively making our study a diagnostic test. An additional

benefit of a stylized experiment is that it allows us to analyze duration estimation in isolation and thus to eliminate poten-

tial confounds related to project cost, risks, and unforeseen events that could affect the behavior of planners in the field in

an uncontrolled manner. We also control for the scope (quality) of the work by holding the output of all subjects identical. 

The experiment consists of two main treatments and two controls. In both of our main treatments, subjects are incen- 

tivized for their estimation accuracy, meaning that the more accurate their estimates are, the more money they earn. We 

then vary whether speed incentives are also present or not. The control treatments are designed to isolate the effect of

speed incentives and generate a baseline with the shortest task duration. One control treatment thus features only speed 

incentives and the other a flat payment (and thus no speed or accuracy incentives). To parallel business practice, in the

experiment we establish an environment in which the conjectured strategic behavior of manipulating the task progress to 

match the elicited estimate is feasible. We do so by providing subjects with a time measuring tool that enables them to
1 A prominent recent example of manipulation and misinforming about the schedule and budget estimates is the failed multibillion project to build two 

nuclear reactors in South Carolina (Nukegate Scandal; see e.g., Crees, 2018 ). 
2 A similar scenario arises when a monopoly provider purposefully inflates estimates in the project schedule to gain more time (and/or funding). The 

first author previously worked as a project manager in a large corporation where he noticed that his contractors (especially those who had no direct 

competition in the local market) usually delivered the requested outcomes precisely at the agreed milestones. Given the lack of proper verifiability of the 

time these contractors actually spent on project tasks, it is possible that they proposed inflated schedules and overspent time (and funds) on the projects. 
3 Conditional on detecting morally hazardous behavior of planners and thus providing a proof of concept, the next step would be to explore the trade-off

between increased remuneration costs due to speed incentives and the costs of prolonged project execution. 
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monitor the time already spent on the task. The tool effectively allows subjects to control when exactly to complete the

task and enables us to collect data on whether and how often subjects check the elapsed time. 

In line with our conjectures, our data show that when only the estimation accuracy is incentivized (i.e., in the absence

of speed incentives) subjects provide higher estimates and prolong the task execution so that their actual task duration 

matches their estimate. When both speed and accuracy incentives are in place, subjects provide lower duration estimates 

and work faster, while preserving the estimation accuracy and quality of work. Although we observe inflation of estimates 

and strategic work pacing under both incentive structures, the behavior is more pronounced when subjects are incentivized 

only for the accuracy of their estimates. Finally, if only the speed is incentivized, subjects complete the task the fastest but

underestimate task duration. 

Our experimental results yield the following managerial implications. Solely incentivizing on-time project delivery results 

in a non-negligible efficiency loss (e.g., resource underutilization) due to inflated schedules and prolonged project progress. 

If it is in the best interest of an organization to have the project completed both on time and quickly, managers should

carefully consider incorporating speed incentives. The incentives should encourage planners to be efficient, rather than waste 

time (and other resources) only to deliver the project exactly “on time”. A reasonably reliable benchmark to reward fast 

performance can be based on historical information, for example the average duration of completed similar projects in the 

past, as demonstrated by Lorko et al. (2021) . This benchmark can effectively complement the proposed project schedule, 

alleviating the emergence of inflated estimates and deliberately slow project execution. 

2. Relationship to the literature 

In addressing our research question, we contribute to the larger empirical literature in economics, management, and psy- 

chology exploring the determinants of effective time estimation (see Halkjelsvik and Jørgensen, 2012 , for a comprehensive 

review). Interestingly, although the existing studies usually focus on how accurately a given project or task is estimated, 

the experiments rarely incentivize subjects for their estimation accuracy. The lack of motivation to accurately estimate the 

duration creates a potential issue for establishing a causal link between the studied factor and the observed accuracy. 

A notable exception, Buehler et al. (1997) explore how monetary incentives affect optimism bias (resulting in under- 

estimation of time) in completing a series of anagram-like word puzzles. They find that estimation accuracy incentives 

induce overestimation, while speed incentives lead to underestimation, and that subjects exhibit the smallest estimation 

bias when incentivized for both the speed and accuracy. 4 The authors argue that speed incentives increase the optimism 

bias in duration estimation, while the accuracy incentives reduce the bias. However, there exists an alternative explanation 

of the observed results, consistent with the central conjecture of our study. If subjects are incentivized only for their es-

timation accuracy, they have no urge to complete the task quickly. As such, they may behave strategically by deliberately 

inflating their estimates and then pacing their work to ensure that the estimate is accurate. In fact, subjects in Buehler et al.

(1997) are fastest when incentivized only for speed and slowest (albeit non-significantly) when incentivized only for estima- 

tion accuracy. However, since subjects are not allowed to monitor time, it is difficult for them to know at which particular

moment it is the most beneficial to finish the task. The study therefore cannot uncover the strategic behavior. 

In our study, we directly examine such strategic behavior by providing subjects with a time measuring tool throughout 

the task execution. In addition, we implement a continuous incentive structure in which every second of task execution 

matters, rather than a simple cutoff rule. 5 Also importantly, our experimental design allows us to explore subsequent strate- 

gic behavior during the execution stage. Namely, we observe whether subjects spend more time than necessary and thus 

prolong the progress to ensure that the task is completed close to or right at the estimated time. Finally, to enhance sub-

jects’ understanding of the incentive structures, we implement repeated task estimation and execution. We are thus able 

to test for an alternative explanation of the findings by Buehler et al. (1997) . In light of our conjecture, the overestima-

tion in their accuracy-only treatment could be caused by deliberately inflating estimates (instead of reduced optimism), 

followed by inadequately adjusting the working pace due to limited control over the elapsed time. In fact, studies by Ariely

& Wertenbroch (2002) and Buehler et al. (1994) show that when people can monitor time, they adjust the work pace in

accordance with the underlying incentives. In Ariely & Wertenbroch (2002) subjects self-impose deadlines that they rarely 

miss. In Buehler et al. (1994) subjects provide a non-binding estimate and are also given a fixed deadline to complete the

task. While most subjects take longer to complete the task than they estimated, they usually do complete the task within

the hard deadline. 

The strategy of inflating the duration estimates is analogous to misrepresenting estimates in budgeting (see 

Covaleski et al., 2006 for theoretical perspectives and Brown et al., 2009 for a review of experimental studies). The bud-

geting research generally shows that a planner often creates a budgetary slack, defined by Dunk & Nouri (1998, p.73) as

an “intentional overestimation of costs and resources required to complete a budgeted task,” when opportunity arises, es- 

pecially under information asymmetry. Another example of strategic misrepresentation in project planning is reported in 
4 Lorko, Servátka, & Zhang (2019) also incentivize subjects simultaneously for speed and accuracy and report unbiased duration estimates in their control 

treatment, especially after subjects acquire task experience. 
5 Buehler et al. (1997) accuracy incentives yield $2 for an estimate falling within one minute of the actual task duration, and $4 for falling within 30 

seconds. The speed incentives yield $2 for finishing one minute faster and $4 for finishing two minutes faster than in the practice trial. 
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Lederer et al. (1990) and Magazinius et al. (2012) who interview software managers. Both studies find that project cost es-

timates are not always based purely on the outcomes of the planning process, but often driven by personal considerations, 

such as the fear of cost overruns (resulting in deliberate overrepresentation) or project cancelation (resulting in deliber- 

ate underrepresentation). Relatedly, Flyvbjerg et al. (2002) provide evidence of strategic misrepresentation of cost estimates 

in public projects. Instead of realistic estimates based on a project plan, companies often produce project estimates that 

capture maximum thresholds that are still acceptable by project stakeholders, especially the customers. 

Some evidence of strategic overrepresentation can also be found in the literature on duration estimation. For exam- 

ple, Shepperd et al. (2007) investigate socially motivated incentives and find systematic overestimation of waiting time in 

restaurants provided by hostesses as well as in customer-care hotlines. Customers are intentionally misinformed in order to 

reduce or avoid their disappointment from waiting longer than expected as the costs of underestimation are believed to be 

larger than the costs of overestimation. Similar asymmetry of consequences is conjectured to be a driver of the frequent 

overestimation of computation jobs running times ( Lee et al., 2005 ). Finally, a recent series of papers ( Yimga, 2020 , 2021 ;

Zhang et al., 2018 ) empirically documents schedule padding in airline industry. 

In this study, we create a controlled environment in which we exogenously manipulate incentives while eliminating 

confounding factors that are often present in everyday business environment. We contribute to the time estimation and 

project planning literature by cleanly identifying the effects of accuracy and speed incentives on not only estimation, but 

also on the subsequent task (project) execution. 

3. Experimental design 

Our experiment is designed to test our conjectures that (1) an incentive structure aimed at increasing the estimation 

accuracy triggers strategic inflation of estimates and subsequent slower task execution; and that (2) adding speed incentives 

alongside the accuracy incentives results in lower task duration estimates and faster task execution without compromising 

the estimation accuracy. Furthermore, the addition of two control treatments enables us to isolate the net effect of speed 

incentives. In total, the experiment consists of four treatments manipulating the incentive structure. The treatments are 

implemented in an across-subject design. 

In the main treatments (ABA and BAB) we employ two incentive structures, A and B, where A stands for A ccuracy-only

incentives and B for B oth accuracy and speed incentives. In the ABA treatment, subjects execute the task under the incentive

structure A in Round 1, under B in Round 2, and again under A in Round 3. In the BAB treatment, subjects execute the task

under the incentive structure B in Round 1, under A in Round 2, and again under B in Round 3. 6 

The NNN control treatment involves N o speed or accuracy incentives as subjects are paid a flat fee. In the SSS control

treatment, subjects are incentivized only for their S peed, meaning that the faster they complete the task, the more money

they earn. The SSS treatment generates a proxy for the shortest attainable task duration, and thus allows us to measure the

effect of estimation accuracy incentives in the main ABA and BAB treatments. 

3.1. The task 

In each of the three rounds of the experiment, subjects estimate how long it will take them to complete an individual

real-effort t ask. After providing the estimates, subjects proceed to executing the task. In the task, subjects are shown a series

of five tables, one at a time. Each table consists of 100 cells that contain either the letter “S” or the number “5”. In each

table, there are between 45 and 55 cells containing the letter “S”, while the rest of the cells contain the number “5”. A

sample table is presented in Fig. 1 . 

In order to solve each table, subjects have to check all cells containing the letter “S”, while leaving the other cells

unchecked, and then submit the table for verification. They cannot move to the next table unless they check all cells cor-

rectly in the current one. There is no limit on how many times each table can be submitted. The software does not uncheck

the cells after an incorrect or incomplete submission. 

Every subject is given the same sequence of tables, but all tables seen by the same subject are different from each other.

Since the tables are accepted by the software as solved only if they are completed correctly, the quality of the output is

kept constant for every subject. 7 Time to finish the task is therefore an unambiguous measure of performance. 

Strategic behavior requires that subjects thoroughly understand the nature of the task. Before the first estimation, we 

therefore have the subjects solve one practice table that is not payoff-relevant. Incorporating the practice table into the ex- 

perimental design mitigates estimating biases stemming from inadequate experience with the task and reduces the variance 

in duration estimates, effectively minimizing the type-I error. Although we do not provide subjects with any information re- 
6 The ABA/BAB design also allows for a within-subject comparison as it identifies the change in behavior of the same person in response to a change in 

the incentive structure (from Round 1 to Round 2 and from Round 2 to Round 3). Following a reviewer’s suggestion to add control treatments to isolate 

the impact of individual incentives, which pivoted our narrative, we have moved the within-subject comparison results to the online appendix (Table A2). 
7 While the final output is the same for every subject because of the imposed quality standard, we still can (and do) analyze the quality of work by 

comparing the number of incorrect table submissions. 
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Fig. 1. A sample table used in the experiment. 

Table 1 

Incentive structures across treatments and rounds. 

Incentives 

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Flat fee 

Treatment ABA Accuracy (A) Accuracy + Speed (B) Accuracy (A) None 

Treatment BAB Accuracy + Speed (B) Accuracy (A) Accuracy + Speed (B) None 

Treatment SSS Speed (S) Speed (S) Speed (S) AUD 10 

Treatment NNN None (N) None (N) None (N) AUD 20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

garding how much time they spent on the practice table, subjects presumably can acquire a rough idea about the duration. 8 

Having solved the practice table, subjects estimate (in minutes and seconds) how long it will take them to solve the task

in the first round (time to solve five pay off-relevant tables altogether) and then work through the tables, one by one. The

estimation and task execution follow the same procedures in the second and third round. 

Subjects cannot behave strategically if they are not able to monitor time, because the perception of actual task duration 

for tasks that last several minutes without any devices that measure time tends to be rather inaccurate ( Lorko et al., 2019 ;

Roy and Christenfeld, 2007 ). We therefore provide subjects with a time measuring tool on their screen. The tool measures

how much time a subject has already spent on the task. The information regarding the elapsed time is updated every time

subject solves the current table and moves to the next table. At any time, the subject can also update the information

manually by clicking on the “Update” button. The tool ensures that every subject has the same opportunity to monitor time, 

which might not be the case if people do not have watches or a phone on them when they come to the laboratory. We

choose to provide such tool instead of a clock or a timer, because it yields data of whether, when, and how often each

subject checks the elapsed time, necessary to detect strategic behavior. 

3.2. Incentives 

Table 1 presents the implemented incentive structures. Estimation accuracy earnings are determined by the absolute 

difference between the actual task duration and the estimate. The maximum earnings from a point-precise estimate are 

AUD 20. The accuracy earnings decrease linearly, by 6 dollars for every minute (10 cents for every second) the estimate

is away from the actual task duration, as shown in Eq. (1) . 9 The relatively wide interval of positive estimation accuracy

earnings allows all subjects to have a reasonable chance to earn money. At the same time, we implement a sharp penalty

for every second of inaccuracy to motivate subjects to be as accurate in estimation as possible. The implemented accuracy 
8 If we allowed subjects to measure the time (e.g., using our tool) while solving the practice table, it would increase the tool’s salience for the main 

task, possibly resulting in the experimenter demand effect ( Zizzo, 2010 ). Importantly, the same procedure of not having the tool available when solving the 

practice table is being kept constant across treatments and hence it would not affect the validity of our results. 
9 Although the linear scoring rule might not be the most incentive compatible one, it has an advantage of easier comprehension ( Woods & 

Servátka, 2016 ). We find it more practical to implement in an experimental environment than more complex scoring rules (e.g., quadratic or logarith- 

mic). 
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incentives conservatively feature an equal penalization in both directions instead of, say, a heavier penalty for being late. 10 

We do not allow for negative estimation accuracy earnings. If the difference between the actual and estimated time in either

direction exceeds 200 seconds, the estimation accuracy earnings are set to zero. 

Estimation acuracy earnings = 20 − 0 . 10 ∗| actual time in seconds − estimated time in seconds | (1) 

Performance speed earnings are based on how quickly subjects finish the task. These earnings depend only on the actual 

duration of the task as shown in Eq. (2) . The shorter the duration, the higher the earnings. Based on the initial testing,

we expected subjects to complete the task on average in 5 minutes (300 seconds) and earn AUD 10 for their performance

speed. 

Performance speed earnings = 

30 0 0 

actual time in seconds 
(2) 

An important feature of our design is that even when subjects face two sets of incentives (in B), there is more to gain

from estimation accuracy than from performance speed and thus, the best strategy is to focus primarily on the accuracy 

of estimates (just as in A). It is because the speed earnings decline exponentially, while the estimation accuracy earnings 

are linear. From the earnings functions of accuracy and speed, one can work out analytically that the accuracy incentives 

become stronger than speed incentives 173 seconds into the task execution. To be more precise, after 173 seconds from the

start of the task, finishing the task one second later yields less than 10 cents decrease in speed earnings. On the other hand,

the estimation accuracy earnings change by 10 cents per second whenever they are positive. Thus, if a subject cannot finish

the task within 173 seconds, he is best off by maximizing his accuracy earnings and collecting residual speed earnings. 

Based on the results from a pilot session, we had not expected any subject to finish the task in 173 seconds or less, which

was indeed the case, as the fastest recorded round in the entire experiment was 198 seconds. Since we expect subjects to

maximize their estimation accuracy earnings (AUD 20) and the expected average speed earnings are AUD 10, we set flat fees

in the SSS treatment (AUD 10) and the NNN (AUD 20) treatment in a way that the expected earnings from those treatments

are equal to expected estimation accuracy earnings. 

3.3. Procedures 

The study was conducted in the MGSM Vernon L. Smith Experimental Economics Laboratory at Macquarie Business 

School in Sydney. Subjects (mostly undergraduate business majors and MBAs with no prior experience with laboratory ex- 

periments on duration estimation) were recruited using the online database system ORSEE ( Greiner, 2015 ). The experimental 

software was programmed in zTree ( Fischbacher, 2007 ). 

Subjects, seated in individual cubicles, were given the instructions (provided in the appendix) that described the exper- 

imental task, the duration estimation, the incentive structure and the time measuring tool. After reading the instructions, 

subjects were given a few minutes to privately ask questions regarding the experiment. Once all questions were answered 

by the experimenter (also privately), the experiment proceeded with the practice table and the decision-making part. 

To ensure a thorough understanding of the incentive structures, before each round subjects were asked seven control 

questions related to how much they could earn from estimation accuracy earnings and/or performance speed earnings (ex- 

cept for the NNN treatment). Subjects were not allowed to proceed to estimating until they answered all questions correctly. 

After subjects submitted their estimates, we asked them how many tables their estimates were referring to. If the answer 

was anything other than five, the subject was reminded that the task consisted of five tables and prompted to re-estimate,

after which we asked this control question again. This procedure was implemented to mitigate possible errors from not 

paying attention to the instructions and estimating, say, how long it would take to complete one table instead of five. 

Upon completing each round, subjects received feedback reminding them of their estimate and how much time they 

actually spent on the task. They were also informed about their earnings for the round. After completing all three rounds,

subjects participated in an incentivized risk assessment ( Holt and Laury, 2002 ) and incentivized three-item cognitive reflec- 

tion test (CRT; Frederick, 2005 ) in which they could earn AUD 0.50 for every correct answer. The cognitive reflection test

enables us to verify whether subjects with a higher CRT score are more responsive to incentive structures, especially in the

ABA and BAB treatments. Finally, subjects filled out a demographical questionnaire. 

Once everybody finished the experiment (subjects were not allowed to leave the laboratory earlier), subjects privately 

and individually received their experimental earnings in cash in the control room at the back of the laboratory. In ABA,

BAB, and SSS treatments, one out of three rounds was randomly (with the same probability) selected for payment, indepen- 

dently for every subject. This payoff protocol, announced in the instructions, avoids cross-contamination of incentives across 

rounds and controls for the wealth and portfolio effects. Thus, by paying one round randomly, we effectively make subjects 

consider every round as an independent chance to earn money. The implemented isolation of decisions allows for a crisper 

identification of our conjectured effects. 
10 A heavier penalty for being late than for being early (as often implemented in business practice) could increase the propensity to inflate estimates in 

order to ensure that one is able to finish within the estimated time. Our symmetrical penalization is designed to pick up the lower bound of the effect of 

accuracy incentives on inflating duration estimates. 
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4. Hypotheses 

In this section, we derive theoretical predictions for estimation and performance speed in each treatment. The incentive 

structure rewarding only speed motivates subjects to work as quickly as possible. On the other hand, the incentive struc- 

ture rewarding estimation accuracy without incentivizing speed is slack-inducing, as it motivates subjects to finish the task 

exactly at their estimate, which is arguably easier if the estimate is inflated. Inflating the estimate mitigates the risk of not

being able to finish on time, for example because of missing one or more letters “S” and having to systematically go through

the entire table again. The incentive structure combining both accuracy and speed incentives motivates accurate estimation, 

but at the same time incentivizes subjects to finish the task fast. 

The formalized intuition is as follows. Across all treatments, it is costly for subjects to exert performance speed effort 

e s ∈ [ 0 , + ∞ ] and estimation effort e e ∈ [ 0 , + ∞ ] , respectively. We assume that the cost functions are convex and the perfor-

mance functions (speed f and accuracy g) are concave in effort e s and e e . Subjects can choose to delay d (i.e., slow down)

their performance speed if necessary, d ∈ [ 0 , d max ] . We further assume that participation constraints are satisfied, otherwise

subjects would not participate in the experiment. F denotes the fixed payment. 

1. No speed or accuracy incentives (N) 

Subjects choose e e , e s to max F − c( e e ) − c( e s ) . Given 

dc( e e ) 
de e 

> 0 and 

dc( e s ) 
de s 

> 0 , subjects will choose e e = 0 and e s = 0 . 

2. Only Speed incentives (S) 

Subjects choose e e , e s , d to max F + f ( e s , d ) − c( e e ) − c( e s ) . Given 

dc( e e ) 
de e 

> 0 and 

dc( e s ) 
de s 

> 0 , ∂ 2 f ( e s , d ) 

∂e 2 s 
− d 2 c( e s ) 

de 2 s 
< 0 , sub-

jects will choose e e = 0 and e s > 0 , so that ∂ f ( e s ,d ) 
∂e s 

− dc( e s ) 
de s 

= 0 . Given 

∂ f ( e s + d ) 
∂d 

< 0 , they will choose d = 0 . 

3. Only Accuracy incentives (A) 

Subjects choose e e , e s , d to max F + g( e e , d ) − c( e e ) − c( e s ) . To maximize their profit, given 

dc( e e ) 
de e 

> 0 , dc( e s ) 
de s 

> 0 , and

∂ 2 g( e e , d ) 

∂e 2 e 
− d 2 c( e e ) 

de 2 e 
< 0 , subjects will choose e s = 0 and e e > 0 , so that ∂g( e e , d ) 

∂e e 
= 

dc( e e ) 
de e 

> 0 . 

The possibility of delay makes the estimates more accurate by deliberately prolonging the task duration, hence ∂g( e e , d ) 
∂d 

> 

0 . Hence, subjects will choose d = d max > 0 . 

4. Both speed and accuracy incentives (B) 

Subjects choose e e , e s , d to max F + g( e e , d ) + f ( e s , d ) − c( e e ) − c( e s ) . To maximize their profit, given 

dc( e e ) 
de e 

> 0 , dc( e s ) 
de s 

>

0 , ∂ 2 f ( e s ,d ) 

∂e 2 s 
− d 2 c( e s ) 

de 2 s 
< 0 , ∂ 2 g( e e , d ) 

∂e 2 e 
− d 2 c( e e ) 

de 2 e 
< 0 , and 

∂ 2 g( e e , d ) 

∂d 2 
+ 

∂ 2 f ( e s , d ) 

∂d 2 
< 0 , subjects will choose 

e s > 0 so that ∂ f ( e s + d ) 
∂e s 

= 

dc( e s ) 
de s 

> 0 

e e > 0 so that ∂g(e e , d) 
∂e e 

= 

dc( e e ) 
de e 

> 0 

d max > d > 0 so that ∂g(e e , d) 
∂d 

= − ∂ f ( e s ,d ) 
∂d 

> 0 

For the ease of notation, we summarize the theoretical predictions in the form of incentive structure effects. 

• Performance speed effort without considering delay e s : B = S > A = N 

• Accuracy (estimation effort) e e : A = B > S = N 

• Deliberate delay d: A > B > S = N = 0 

Based on the above theoretical predictions and in line with our motivating conjecture, we derive the following hypothe- 

ses: 

• Hypothesis 1: Speed incentives result in faster task completion. 

• Hypothesis 2: Accuracy incentives induce deliberately inflated estimates and slower performance so that the actual task dura- 

tion matches the estimate. 

• Hypothesis 3: The incentive structure rewarding both speed and accuracy results in faster performance compared to accuracy- 

only incentives, while the estimation accuracy does not deteriorate. 

5. Results 

A total of 206 subjects participated in the experiment. Data of eight subjects were excluded from the analysis due their

misunderstanding of the instructions, limiting our sample to 198 subjects (77 females) with a mean age of 24.1 and a

standard deviation of 6.1 years. 11 Of these 198 subjects, 59 were randomly assigned into the ABA treatment, 57 into the BAB
11 These eight subjects repeatedly provided an answer different from five when asked about the completion time of how many tables they were estimat- 

ing. 
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Table 2 

Summary statistics by incentive structures. 

Summary statistics – means (SE) 

Incentive structure A B S N 

Number of observations 175 173 123 123 

Estimates 366 (19) 309 (10) 279 (12) 436 (21) 

Actual duration (all tables) 354 (10) 327 (7) 303 (8) 338 (8) 

Actual duration (5th table) 98 (6) 79 (4) 65 (2) 71 (3) 

Estimation inaccuracy (absolute errors) 73 (14) 61 (7) 86 (11) 136 (16) 

Clicks on the “Update” button 5 (1) 2 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

Time taken to provide the estimate 27 (2) 30 (2) 19 (1) 14 (1) 

Number of incorrect answers 2 (0) 2 (0) 3 (0) 2 (0) 

Notes: The table presents the means and standard errors. Estimates, actual duration, inaccuracy, 

and time taken to provide the estimate measured in seconds. Summary statistics by treatments 

and rounds are provided in the online appendix (Table A1). 

Fig. 2. Summary statistics (means) by incentive structures. 

 

 

treatment, 41 into the NNN treatment, and 41 into the SSS treatment. 12 On average, an experimental session lasted around

60 min including the initial instructional period and payment of subjects. The subjects earned AUD 23.10 on average. Since 

our hypotheses are derived from the expected effects of different incentives and given the balanced design of our main 

treatments, in the analysis we compare subject behavior using data from all three rounds pooled by the imposed incentive 

structure (A, B, S, N). Summary statistics are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 2 . 

To test the effect of incentive manipulations, we conduct OLS regressions presented in Table 3 . Consistent with our

hypotheses, speed and accuracy incentives operate in the opposite direction. In particular, we find that speed incentives 

result in significantly lower estimates and actual task duration, while the accuracy incentives result in significantly higher 

estimates and task duration (Models 1 and 2). 13 
12 Buehler, Griffin, & MacDonald (1997) find that subjects exhibit an optimistic bias under speed-only incentives (M = −1.37, t = 1.96) and a pessimistic 

bias under accuracy-only incentives (M = 1.11, t = 1.61). They do not find any bias in their control treatment (M = −0.27). Using their effect sizes, we 

computed that the required sample size to achieve a significance level of 5% and statistical power of 90% is 12 and 8 to detect the effect of speed and 

accuracy incentives, respectively. (G ∗power software; Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007 ). The sample sizes in our main and control treatments are 

significantly larger than that. 
13 In the regression, we include four additional control variables - age, gender, degree of study and the frequency of playing video games (to control for 

potential differences in the intrinsic ability to complete the task quickly). We do not find any systematic effect of these controls. We, however, find that 
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Table 3 

Regression analysis (OLS models). 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Estimate 

Actual 

duration (all 

tables) 

Inaccuracy (Absolute 

est. errors) 

Actual 

duration (5th 

table) 

Clicks on 

“Update” button 

Time to provide 

estimate 

(Any) Incentives −102.81 ∗∗∗ −9.60 −34.87 12.48 2.76 ∗∗∗ 1.13 

(32.35) (16.20) (23.09) (8.49) (0.92) (3.17) 

Accuracy incentives 35.79 ∗∗ 29.58 ∗∗∗ −23.38 ∗ 16.01 ∗∗∗ 2.35 ∗∗∗ 11.93 ∗∗∗

(17.84) (9.56) (13.33) (4.36) (0.42) (2.31) 

Speed incentives −55.51 ∗∗∗ −25.90 ∗∗ −11.06 −19.22 ∗∗∗ −2.99 ∗∗∗ 3.19 

(21.09) (11.92) (14.61) (7.20) (0.86) (2.67) 

Round 2 −34.58 −24.91 ∗∗ −100.09 ∗∗∗ −4.18 0.22 −21.58 ∗∗∗

(22.66) (10.94) (16.13) (5.86) (0.66) (2.41) 

Round 3 −49.86 ∗∗ −34.49 ∗∗∗ −108.74 ∗∗∗ −1.87 −0.13 −25.12 ∗∗∗

(22.41) (10.64) (16.00) (5.89) (0.59) (2.39) 

Cognitive reflection −19.24 ∗∗∗ −7.28 ∗∗ −26.05 ∗∗∗ 2.86 ∗ 0.41 ∗ 0.32 

(6.61) (2.97) (4.90) (1.54) (0.23) (0.72) 

Practice table duration 0.44 ∗∗ 0.65 ∗∗∗ 0.12 0.18 ∗∗∗ −0.00 0.02 

(0.19) (0.12) (0.11) (0.06) (0.00) (0.02) 

Risk attitudes 3.31 0.29 −0.38 0.49 −0.03 0.63 

(4.47) (1.88) (3.67) (0.96) (0.10) (0.41) 

Controls for demographics Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Constant 419.56 ∗∗∗ 267.98 ∗∗∗ 266.61 ∗∗∗ 38.73 ∗∗∗ 1.28 15.11 ∗∗

(55.79) (29.47) (39.93) (14.08) (1.72) (6.40) 

N 594 594 594 594 594 594 

R 2 0.13 0.15 0.20 0.09 0.12 0.29 

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1%-level, respectively. (Any) Incentives is a dummy 

variable, the value of which is 0 for incentive structure N and 1 otherwise. Accuracy incentives is also a dummy variable, and it is equal to 1 for incentive 

structures A and B, and 0 otherwise. Speed incentives is a dummy variable, the value of which is equal to 1 for incentive structures B and S, and 0 

otherwise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result 1. Subjects complete the task faster when incentivized for speed. When incentivized for accuracy, subjects work 

more slowly. 

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between estimates and the actual duration in more detail. The figure displays scatter plots of

individual-level estimates on the vertical axis and the actual duration on the horizontal axis by incentive structures. Precise 

estimates lie on the orange 45-degree line. A dot above the orange line indicates overestimation, while a dot below the

orange line indicates underestimation. 14 Fig. 3 reveals that overestimation is the most prevalent under no incentives (N), 

while underestimation occurs most frequently when subjects are incentivized only for their speed (S). Evidence of speed 

incentives resulting in underestimation of task duration is in line with extant literature ( Halkjelsvik and Jørgensen, 2012 ).

When incentives for estimation accuracy are in place (incentive structures A and B), we observe the actual duration closely 

matching the estimates more often. This is the case especially when estimation accuracy is the only incentive (see also 

Table 3 , Model 3 which shows that accuracy incentives are weakly significantly associated with lower absolute estimation 

errors). 

5.1. Evidence of strategic behavior 

Do subjects who are incentivized for estimation accuracy (in A and B) inflate estimates and deliberately prolong task 

execution so that their performance matches the estimate? If they wanted to do so, they would likely slow down on the

last table of the round, since delaying the execution on the last table bears less risk than delaying any other table. 

In the regression analysis ( Table 3 , Models 1, 2 and 4) we find that accuracy incentives lead to significantly higher es-

timates and significantly longer time to complete both the overall task and the fifth (i.e., last) table. In the subsequent

within-subject analysis we find that subjects with accuracy incentives take significantly longer to solve the fifth table com- 

pared to the average time spent on solving one table out of the first four (the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test

yields a p-value < 0.01 for each of the incentive structures A and B; see also Figure A1 in the online appendix). Thus, the

observed low estimation errors are indeed reached by taking more time than necessary to complete the task. 

Recall that our design allows us not only to observe how long subjects take to complete each table, but also how long

they take to provide their estimates and how often they use the “Update” button to check the elapsed time during task

execution. A longer time spent on estimation and more clicks on the “Update” button could be signs of strategic behavior. 
estimates, actual duration as well as estimation inaccuracy are negatively correlated with cognitive reflection, meaning that those who scored higher in 

the cognitive reflection test completed the task faster and estimated its duration more accurately. 
14 For presentational clarity purposes, we have removed from the figure estimates and actual durations that exceeded 600 seconds. 
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Fig. 3. Individual-level estimates vs. actual task duration by incentive structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We find that subjects facing accuracy incentives take significantly longer to provide their estimates ( Table 3 , Model 6) and

check time significantly more often ( Table 3 , Model 5; see also Figure A2 in the online appendix). 

Result 2. Subjects incentivized for estimation accuracy deliberately inflate their estimates and subsequently take longer to 

finish the task by strategically pacing themselves so that their actual task duration matches their estimate. 

5.2. A vs. B 

Next, we test Hypotheses 3 stating that adding speed incentives to accuracy incentives results in more effective task 

delivery. We focus solely on incentive structures A and B and conduct linear fixed-effect regressions, presented in Table 4 .

We find that incentive structure A results in significantly higher estimates and significantly longer actual task duration than 

incentive structure B ( Table 4 , Models 1 and 2). We also find that the longer task duration under the incentive structure A

is not accompanied by higher quality. This is because the tables are accepted by the software only if checked correctly and

because there is no significant effect of the incentive structure on the number of incorrect table submissions (Model 6). The

regression also shows that the two incentive structures do not result in significantly different estimation errors, meaning 

that subjects are similarly accurate in their estimation under both A and B (Model 3). 

Result 3. Implementing speed incentives alongside accuracy incentives improves the efficiency, as it results in faster task 

completion, while not compromising the estimation accuracy or the quality of work. 

5.3. Controls (N and S) 

Finally, we briefly present the results of our two controls (N and S). Subjects facing no incentives (N) take significantly

less time to provide their estimates, suggesting they likely put less effort into estimation compared to all other treatments. 

The provided estimates are inaccurate and (mostly) overstate the actual task duration. Interestingly, while subjects facing 

no incentives take significantly longer to complete the task than subjects with speed-only incentives (S), their performance 

speed is similar to the speed observed in A and B. On the other hand, subjects facing incentive structure S complete the

task significantly faster than subjects in any other treatment. However, they also underestimate duration the most across all 

treatments. 

6. Discussion 

Widely used project management methodologies ( IPMA, 2015 ; Project Management Institute, 2013 ) evaluate the success 

of a business project by the extent to which all specified outcomes are completed and match the desired quality require-
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Table 4 

Fixed-effects OLS models. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Dependent Variables Estimate 

Actual 

duration 

Inaccuracy (Absolute 

est. errors) 

Actual duration 

(5th table) 

Clicks on “Update”

(5th table) 

Number of 

Incorrect answers 

Incentive structure A 50.77 ∗∗∗ 24.32 ∗∗∗ 10.76 14.98 ∗∗∗ 2.28 ∗∗∗ −0.09 

(13.08) (7.07) (10.65) (5.00) (0.75) (0.21) 

Round 2 −27.64 −38.80 ∗∗∗ −101.09 ∗∗∗ 2.95 0.61 −0.61 ∗∗

(25.56) (10.70) (20.30) (6.53) (0.84) (0.25) 

Round 3 −35.35 −38.28 ∗∗∗ −101.59 ∗∗∗ 6.45 0.61 −0.53 ∗

(26.51) (11.21) (20.51) (6.16) (0.56) (0.27) 

Time spent on the 1st table 0.16 (0.42) 

Time spent on the 2nd table −0.00 (0.23) 

Time spent on the 3rd table 0.22 (0.20) 

Time spent on the 4th table 0.24 (0.19) 

Update button clicks (1st 

table) 

−0.31 (0.54) 

Update button clicks (2nd 

table) 

0.26 (0.61) 

Update button clicks (3rd 

table) 

0.70 ∗ (0.41) 

Update button clicks (4th 

table) 

0.11 (0.19) 

Constant 333.06 ∗∗∗ 353.90 ∗∗∗ 129.63 ∗∗∗ 39.13 1.11 ∗ 2.86 ∗∗∗

(13.31) (5.52) (9.64) (54.36) (0.56) (0.18) 

N 348 348 348 348 348 348 

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1%-level, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ments (scope constraint), stay within the allocated budget (cost constraint), and are delivered within the approved schedule 

(time constraint). The three constraints are interdependent. For example, extensions to the current scope are generally asso- 

ciated with an extended budget and/or extended schedule. On the other hand, a more compressed schedule may require a 

larger budget as more resources are necessary to finish the project in shorter time, or a reduction in the number or quality

of deliverables. In this paper, we experimentally explore the behavior of individuals exclusively in the time dimension, hold- 

ing the scope and cost dimensions constant to eradicate the possible confounds stemming from the interdependence of the 

three constraints. The time dimension is arguably the most important for projects with hard deadlines, such as construction 

of venues for special events (e.g., the Olympic Games). Furthermore, since the project schedule is often used as a basis for

cost estimation, its accuracy is particularly crucial for projects in which labor costs constitute a large portion of the overall

costs (e.g., software development projects). We argue that emphasizing the schedule accuracy, for example by using mone- 

tary incentives to reward projects delivered on time or by including it in the employee performance evaluation, can induce 

a hidden inefficiency due to inflated schedules and slower project execution. 

Since detecting the hidden inefficiency using happenstance data is challenging due to unobservables (e.g., the amount 

of exerted effort or the time actually used), we conduct a controlled laboratory experiment in which we manipulate the 

incentive structures. To investigate how the conjectured strategic behavior interacts with increasing experience with the task, 

we repeat the estimation and task execution three times for each subject. We find that the incentive structure that rewards

the planners solely for their estimation accuracy indeed leads to inflated estimates and deliberately slower task execution. 

When speed incentives are implemented alongside estimation accuracy incentives, the estimates are less inflated, and the 

task is performed more quickly. Importantly, the estimation accuracy and the quality of the work are not compromised. 

Under speed incentives only, subjects complete the task the fastest, but still underestimate task duration. With no financial 

incentives for estimation accuracy or performance speed, subjects provide the estimates faster than in other treatments, but 

these estimates are inaccurate as subjects vastly overestimate task duration. 

With estimation accuracy incentives, we observe heterogeneity across subjects in terms of their strategic behavior as 

evidenced by the quantitative analysis. Further evidence is provided by subjects’ responses to open-ended question regarding 

their strategies. Some subjects inflate their estimates and prolong the task execution right from the first round (“I knew the 

task would take me around 6 min, so I gave myself 8 min for first and third round, as time did not matter. For second round, I

gave myself 7 min as I wanted to have a little extra time but still finish fast. ” [sic]). Some subjects find effective strategies only

after estimating and executing the task (“For the first round, I based my estimate on how quickly I thought I could complete

it, which I now realize was a mistake. I should have just put in a big estimate and finish it slowly to increase my chance of

estimating correctly. ”). Some of them do not behave strategically at all and solve all tables at their own pace, without too

much consideration of the resulting earnings. And finally, some subjects recognize the best strategies (“There is no excuse for 

not earning the maximum accuracy earnings in rounds without speed money. ”), but do not take advantage of the environment

extensively, presumably because they view the strategic behavior as dishonest (“It seemed pretty easy to ’exploit’ the tasks 

based solely on time estimation, was that intended?”). While previous research documents that people may utilize the existing 

incentives in their favor and provide biased answers (e.g., Scheubel et al., 2013 ), the hesitance to fully exploit the imposed
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incentive structure is not uncommon. For example, experiments by Fischbacher & Föllmi-Heusi (2013) , Mazar et al. (2008) ,

and Scheele et al. (2018) find that when given a chance, most people act dishonestly, but the magnitude of such behavior

is far away from the maximum (see also Özer et al., 2011 for a study on trust and trustworthiness in forecast information

sharing). Our results are also consistent with the finding that about a half of credence goods sellers prefers to act honestly

even if they have a substantial informational advantage ( Dulleck et al., 2011 ). 

We present unambiguous empirical evidence that incentivizing project planners for the accuracy of project estimates can 

induce moral hazard, resulting in hidden inefficiency of resource underutilization. We demonstrate the inefficiency in a styl- 

ized laboratory environment and provide a rigorous proof of concept. While we do not advocate generalizing the results of 

our experiment, the obtained support for our general theoretical conjectures represents a valid concern from the perspec- 

tive of operational effectiveness in organizations, implying that managers should design incentives for their project planners 

carefully. In particular, managers should consider incentivizing fast project performance, possibly utilizing the historical in- 

formation regarding similar projects in the past, which seems to generate reasonably accurate predictions ( Lorko et al., 

2021 ). Incentivizing fast project performance discourages wasting time and other resources only to deliver the project ex- 

actly “on time” and also could offset motivation to work slower in order to avoid being assigned more work for the same

overall salary. 

While our study demonstrates the positive effects of utilizing speed incentives in project management, such incentives 

inevitably result in more costly project execution. As our study focuses on the behavioral response to incentives, we do not

incorporate a trade-off between additional costs (due to speed incentives) and additional revenues (due to time savings). For 

the speed incentives to be efficient in any application of our results, the extra expenses need to be lower than what can be

gained from faster project completion. Interestingly, in our experiment we observe the benefits of adding speed incentives 

alongside accuracy incentives even though the speed incentives are by design less lucrative, suggesting that even relatively 

modest speed incentives can improve performance (possibly also via priming or other psychological mechanisms that make 

faster pace more salient) and therefore increase efficiency. 

An example of appropriately used speed incentives can be found in the empirical analysis of highway construction 

projects in California ( Lewis and Bajari, 2011 ). The study reveals that projects with contracts featuring speed incentives

for accelerated delivery are completed faster than projects without such incentives, while maintaining the same quality. 

Based on the underlying parametric assumptions, the use of speed incentives increases the overall welfare as the extra 

remuneration is substantially lower than the commuter surplus gained from quicker construction. 

By not including project owners in our design, we are able to abstract from their strategic considerations and 

detect an unconfounded effect of incentives on behavior of planners. However, it is important to keep in mind 

that an experienced manager or customer may be able to mitigate the inefficiency by rejecting project schedules 

that appear inflated or using different individuals for planning and project execution purposes. The hidden ineffi- 

ciency can be also reduced by using critical chain scheduling or iterative approach such as Agile project management 

( Cohn, 2010 ; Project Management Institute, 2018 ), or by introducing competition amongst potential project contractors, al- 

though the latter option may not always be viable, especially for internal projects in organizations. On the other hand, the

presence of an inexperienced project owner could also exacerbate the inefficiency if it remains undetected. Future research 

could enrich the understanding of incentives in project management by incorporating the above-mentioned trade-offs as 

well as strategic considerations of project owners while also varying the strength of incentives. Another promising direction 

is exploring how incentive structures affect the estimation and execution of more complex and/or creative tasks which are 

associated with more uncertainty in terms of scope, less predictability in terms of time, and variable quality. 

Finally, while our study focuses solely on overestimation, it is important to recognize that the strategic misestimation of 

project schedules can also have the opposite direction. In a competitive environment, individuals and organizations often 

have incentives to deliberately underrepresent the necessary time (and cost) associated with a project, e.g., to secure the 

contract and thereby to put a foot in the door; hoping to recoup the losses from underestimation later, via contract amend-

ments. Thus, future research could shed light also on strategic underbidding, for example in procurement or supply chain 

environments. It seems plausible that in such scenarios, utilizing estimation accuracy incentives could aid more honest esti- 

mation and help to mitigate inefficiencies instead of facilitating them as is the case in scenarios investigated in the current

paper. 
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